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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to data storage, and in particular, but not exclusively, to methods and apparatus
for encoding or formatting data and for storing the data to, for example, a magnetic medium such as tape.

Background Art

[0002] Taking data storage to tape as an example, a host computer system typically writes data to a storage apparatus,
such as a tape drive, on a per Record basis. Further, the host computer may separate the Records themselves using
Record separators such as FILE MARKs or SET MARKs. Record length, and the order in which the Records and the
Record separators are received, are determined by the host computer.
[0003] Typically, Records comprise user data, for example, the data which makes up wordprocessor documents,
computer graphics pictures or data bases. In contrast, Record separators, such as FILE MARKs, are used by a host
computer to indicate the end of one wordprocessor document and the beginning of the next. In other words, Record
separators typically separate groups of related Records.
[0004] By way of example, the diagram in Figure I(a) illustrates a logical sequence of user data and separators that
an existing type of host computer might write to a tape storage apparatus. Specifically, the host computer supplies five
fixed-length Records, R1 to R5, in addition to three FILE MARKs, which occur after R1, R2 and R5.
[0005] It is known for a storage apparatus such as a tape drive to receive host computer data, arrange the data Records
into fixed-sized groups independently of the Record structure, and represent the Record structure, in terms of Record
and FILE MARK position, in an index forming part of each group. Such a scheme forms the basis of the DDS (Digital
Date Storage) data format standard for tape drives defined in ISO/IEC Standard 10777:1991 E. EP 0 324 542 and
WO91/0999 describe one example of a DDS tape drive, which implements this scheme. Once the groups of data are
formed, the tape drive stores the groups to tape, typically after applying some form of error detection/correction coding.
[0006] The standard ECMA-222 (June 1995), "Adaptive Lossless Data compression Algorithm", also constitutes back-
ground art.
[0007] The diagram in Figure 1(b) illustrates the organisation into DDS groups of the host computer data shown in
Figure 1(a). Typically, the host computer data Records are encoded or compressed to form a continuous encoded data
stream in each group. FILE MARKs are intercepted by the tape drive, and information that describes the occurrence
and position of the FILE MARKs in the encoded data stream is generated by the tape drive and stored in the index of
the respective group. In the present example, Records R1, R2 and a part of Record R3 are compressed into an encoded
data stream and are stored in the first group, and information specifying the existence and position in the encoded data
stream of the records and the first and second FILE MARKs is stored in the index of the first group. Then, the remainder
of Record R3, and Records R4 and R5, are compressed into a continuous encoded data stream and are stored in the
second group, and information specifying the existence and position in the encoded data stream of the records and the
third FILE MARK is stored in the index of the second group.
[0008] In such a scheme, a tape drive reading the stored data relies on information in the index to reconstruct the
original host computer data for return to a host computer.
[0009] Figure 2 illustrates very generally the form of the indexes for both groups shown in Figure 1(b). As shown, each
index comprises two main data structures, namely a block access table (BAT) and a group information table (GIT). The
number of entries in the BAT is stored in a BAT entry field in the GIT. The GIT also contains various counts, such as a
FILE MARK count (FMC) which is the number of FMs written since the beginning of Recording (BOR) mark, including
any contained in the current group, and Record count (RC), which is the number of Records written since the beginning
of Recording (BOR) mark, including any contained in the current group. The values for the entries in this simple example
are shown in parentheses. The GIT may contain other information such as the respective numbers of FILE MARKs and
Records which occur in the current group only.
[0010] The BAT describes, by way of a series of entries, the contents of a group and, in particular, the logical seg-
mentation of the Record data held in the group (that is, it holds entries describing the length of each Record and the
position of each separator mark in the group). The access entries in the BAT follow in the order of the contents of the
group, and the BAT itself grows from the end of the group inwardly to meet the encoded data stream of the Record data.
[0011] The applicant’s co-pending patent application "Data Encoding Method and Apparatus", EP-A-913823, filed on
the same date as the present application, describes an invention wherein the requirement for a BAT is removed by
embedding special, reserved codewords representing Record boundaries and Record separators, such as FILE MARKS,
into the encoded data stream. Therein, Record boundaries and FILE MARKS can be located by the respective embedded
codewords.
[0012] Another applicant’s co-pending patent application "Data Encoding Scheme With Switchable Compression",
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EP-A-915413, describes an invention, which may be used in addition to the invention of the above-mentioned, co-pending
application, in which both compressed data and non-compressed data can be encoded into the same continuous,
encoded data stream. For the invention, preferably the non-compressed data is simply passed through the encoder and
is stored in unencoded form.
[0013] In order to implement the inventions of the two co-pending applications at the same time, there is a need to
encode reserved codewords into an encoded data stream even when data compression is not being applied to the input
data.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0014] In addressing the problem of combining the inventions of the two aforementioned co-pending patent applications,
the applications have arrived at a particularly advantageous solution.
[0015] The invention is defined by the attached claims.
[0016] In accordance with a first aspect, the present invention provides a method of arranging and storing data received
in a data transfer from a data source, said method including the steps of: receiving from said data source a plurality of
records comprising user data, commands to write a record of data, and commands to write a data separation signal for
separating groups of related records of data, said user data consisting of m-bit words; selecting an encoding scheme
between a first encoding scheme and a second encoding scheme; encoding said m-bit words of user data into encoded
user data according to the selected encoding scheme, wherein said first encoding scheme is a compression scheme
which either encodes one m-bit word of user data as a p-bit codeword where p is greater than m or encodes altogether
a sequence of m-bit words of user data, and wherein said second encoding scheme encodes one predetermined word
of said m-bit words of user data as a reserved p-bit codeword and copies all other words of said m-bit words of user
data as uncompressed outputs; arranging said encoded user data into an encoded data stream, said encoded data
stream being logically partitioned by boundaries into fixed-bit-length data words; and writing said encoded data stream
to a storage device or a storage medium; wherein said encoded data stream further includes reserved codewords for
identifying the selected encoding scheme and for controlling decoding of said encoded data stream, each of said reserved
codewords consisting of n bits where n is greater than p, said n-bit reserved codewords having a common p-bit root
sequence, said common p-bit root sequence beginning with the first m bits of said reserved p-bit codeword.
[0017] There can be at least 2^m codewords, 2^m-1·of which are free to represent members of a group of data. One
m-bit root sequence is not free to represent a member of the group. In a practical embodiment, that m-bit root sequence
is detected during data decoding as being the start of a reserved codeword that has a length greater than m bits.
[0018] The number of bits following the root sequence for reserved codewords determines how many reserved code-
words there can be in the format.
[0019] In accordance with one embodiment, there are 2^m members in the group of data and the m-bit root sequence
forms part of a longer, p-bit codeword, which is reserved to represent the remaining one of the 2m possible members.
[0020] The advantage here is that there are 2m codewords available to represent members of the group. For example,
where m=8, 28-1 (i.e. 255) of the codewords are 8-bits long and the 28th (i.e. 256th) codeword is, for example, 9-bits
long. The state of the 9th bit determines whether the 9-bit codeword is the 256th character, or whether the 9-bit codeword
is a further root sequence for other reserved codewords, which can be 10 or more bits long.
[0021] In the preferred embodiment to be described, the length of reserved codewords (including the root sequence),
n, is 13. Then, the state of the 9th bit after the root sequence either indicates that the 9-bits represent the 2mth member
of the group, or that the next 4-bits (i.e. 13 bits in total) represent one of 16 possible reserved codewords.
[0022] Embodiments of the invention are particularly advantageous for encoding host data to which data compression
is not applied. For example, if the host data is ASCII-based, the group members could be the ASCII character set and
all but one of the codewords could be simple copies of the ASCII character set. Indeed, all but one of the codewords
could be formed by simply passing the ASCII character data through the encoder without further operation by the encoder.
The one remaining codeword could then be used as the root of codewords representative of other data, such as Record
boundaries or FILE MARKs, or data format control data. In this example, the ASCII character which would otherwise be
represented by the root codeword needs to be represented by a longer codeword.
[0023] Other aspects of the present invention, particularly apparatus to enact the method, which are claimed herein,
will become apparent from the following description.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0024] An embodiment of the present invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the
drawings, of which:

Figure 1a is a diagram which illustrates the general form of host computer data from a host computer;
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Figure 1b is a diagram which illustrates grouping of the host computer data of Figure 1a in accordance with a prior
art technique for formatting host computer data;

Figure 2 is a diagram which illustrates in a more detailed fashion the type of data which is stored in an index of a
data group of Figure 1b;

Figures 3a and 3b are diagrams which illustrates two common formats by which data can be written to tape;

Figure 4 is a diagram which illustrates the general form of data encoded in accordance with an embodiment of the
present invention;

Figure 5 is a diagram which illustrates the general form of a data set as defined in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention;

Figure 6 is a table of reserved codewords as defined in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 7 is a table of data set information table entries as defined in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention;

Figure 8 is a block diagram representation of a tape drive architecture for formatting data in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 9 is a block diagram representation of the major parts of a formatter which formats data in accordance with
an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 10 is a flow diagram which illustrates the steps involved in encoding data in accordance with an embodiment
of the present invention;

Figure 11 is a flow diagram which illustrates the steps involved in packing data encoded in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention; and

Figure 12 is a table illustrating the encoding scheme used for match field data in the data compression scheme
used in the specific embodiment.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention, & Industrial Applicability

[0025] The present embodiment is based on a new data format for arranging data received by a tape drive for sub-
sequent storing to tape. The format will now be described in detail.

FORMAT OVERVIEW

[0026] As illustrated in the diagram in Figure 4, the smallest collection of data defined in the format, to be written by
a host computer to a tape drive, is a Record 400. A Record 400 can be supplied by the host computer for processing
by the tape drive, and can be reprocessed and made available to the host computer by the tape drive. The concept of
a Record being the smallest collection of data ’written’ by the host computer should not be confused, however, with the
mechanism by which the data is actually ’transferred’ or ’transported’ between the host computer and the tape drive.
Such mechanisms, typically utilise an underlying protocol, for example SCSI (Small Computer System Interface), which
transfers data in a well-defined (or negotiated) way in terms of relatively small packets or bursts without regard to the
nature or structure of the host data. A protocol such as SCSI validates each packet or burst before accepting a subsequent
packet or burst.
[0027] The present format supports FILE MARKs 410, which may be written to the tape drive by the host computer
in the form of Write FILE MARK commands.
[0028] Also, the present format specifies that the data in each Record 400 are encoded, where possible by a data
compression (DC) algorithm, into a continuous (compressed) series of data codewords (CW), generally labelled 420 in
Figure 4.
[0029] A key difference between the present format and previous known formats is that both Record boundaries and
FILE MARKs are encoded as symbols, or reserved codewords, and embedded into the continuous (compressed) encoded
data stream. In contrast with other formats, for example DDS, this allows an encoded or compressed data stream to be
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decoded back into a serial stream of Records and Write FILE MARK commands without reference to any separately
recorded or transmitted table or index. In Figure 4, reserved End of Record (EOR) codewords are labelled 430 and
reserved FILE MARK codewords (FMCs) are labelled 440.
[0030] In accordance with the format, although not an essential part of the present invention, the encoded data stream
(including data and reserved codewords) is further arranged into data set form, as will be described below. Subsequently,
the data is written to tape, in the process of which redundancy, in the form of well-known error detection and correction
coding, for example Reed-Solomon coding, may be applied.

DATA SETS

[0031] The codewords are arranged in data sets consisting of 404,352 bytes of data, as shown in the diagram in Figure
5. Each data set 500 comprises a fixed length codeword area 510 and a fixed-length data set information table (DSIT)
area 520. Each data set is identified by a running number allocated consecutively starting with zero. Within each data
set the bytes are identified by a running number from 0 to 404,351 and the codewords are arranged in the data set from
left to right, from byte 0. The DSIT is similar in nature to the GIT in the DDS format, one difference being the absence
in the DSIT of any reference to a BAT, since there is not BAT (or equivalent) in the present format.

PROCESSED DATA CODEWORDS

[0032] As has already been mentioned, where possible, data is processed using a DC algorithm. In accordance with
the present embodiment, the algorithm is based on the LZ-1 sliding dictionary compression algorithm, known as ALDC-
2. The ALDC-2 algorithm encodes byte-wide data through the use of a 1024-byte history buffer and outputs a sequence
of data codewords representing either single bytes (literals) or references to strings of bytes in the history buffer. ALDC-
2 is well-known ECMA (ECMA-222) and QIC (QIC-154) standard, and is not described in detail herein. The LZ-1 method
is named after A. Lempel and J. Ziv, who derived the method, which is described in detail in the book "Data Compression:
methods and theory" by James A. Storer, published by the Computer Science Press in 1988. Other similar methods,
known as LZ-2, or codeword dictionary techniques, which are also described in this book, may alternatively be used.
[0033] In accordance with the present embodiment, as will be described in detail herein, the encoding scheme utilises
a modified version of the ALDC-2 DC algorithm and supports:

an ability to switch between two encoding schemes - one for compressing data (Scheme 1) and one for passing
data through uncompressed (Scheme 2); and

a number of reserved codewords, which can be included in an encoded data stream to control subsequent decoding
functions or identify host computer data separation information, such as FILE MARKs.

MULTIPLE DATA ENCODING SCHEMES

[0034] The data encoding algorithm consists of two different encoding schemes, either of which can be selected
according to the characteristics of the data being processed. A first scheme, Scheme 1, reduces the redundancy of the
data by use of backward references to data in a history buffer, whereas a second scheme, Scheme 2, generally copies
the data through without modification. Scheme 2 is provided to protect against data which has little or no redundancy,
and which can actually cause expansion in Scheme 1. Such incompressible data may be graphical data, or data which
is already compressed.
[0035] All data is passed through the history buffer, whichever scheme is in operation. Therefore, after a change from
Scheme 2 to Scheme 1, it is possible to use Scheme 1 backward references to data in the history buffer that was received
and processed using Scheme 2. It is as if the data output in Scheme 2 had been output as literals in Scheme 1.
[0036] The history buffer does not have to be reset when changing between schemes unless there is another reason
to do so, such as at an Access Point (which is described below), or possibly when appending further data. A reset will
typically cause a potential short term reduction of compression ratio, as the history buffer will need to ’re-fill’ to provide
meaningful backward references.

SCHEME 1 DATA CODEWORDS

[0037] In accordance with the present embodiment, Scheme 1 is used to compress data and outputs three types of
data codeword as follows:

literals - a 9 bit codeword consisting of a ’0’ followed by the (or a copy of the) 8-bit byte being encoded;
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- backward references - a variable length codeword consisting of a ’1’ followed by a variable length 2 to 12-bit match
count field denoting the match length in bytes, followed by a 10-bit displacement field denoting the location of the
start of the backward reference in the history buffer. Thus, a backward reference codeword can be in the range 13
to 23-bits long; and

[0038] Scheme 1 reserved codewords - 13-bit long codewords always beginning with the root codeword 1.1111.1111
and ending in a 4-bit field, which identifies the reserved codeword, as shown in Figure 6. The sixteen possible reserved
codewords are not valid backward references (as shown in Figure 12), and so cannot be confused with backward
references.

SCHEME 2 DATA CODEWORDS

[0039] In accordance with the present embodiment, Scheme 2 outputs three types of data codeword:

unencoded literals - for 8-bit data values in the range 0x00 to 0xFE, an 8-bit data codeword is output, which is a
copy of the (or the actual) 8-bit input;
encoded literal - for the 8-bit data value 0xFF, the 9-bit codeword 1111.1111.0 is output; and

[0040] Scheme 2 reserved codewords - 13 bit long codewords always beginning with the root codeword 1111.1111.1
and ending in a 4-bit field, which identifies the reserved codeword, as shown in Figure 6.

SCHEME 1 BACKWARD REFERENCES

[0041] As Record data is received, each byte is compared with all bytes in the history buffer for a matching byte. Any
matches are treated as a potential backward reference. If a match occurs, the next received byte is compared with the
byte following each potential backward reference. If there is a match, then a backward reference for two bytes has been
discovered. This continues until no match, or a mis-match, occurs. The longest matching string of bytes prior to the mis-
match is then used as the backward reference, defined by match count and displacement fields, which is output into the
compressed, encoded data stream. The match count fields are encoded as 2, 4, 6, 8 or 12 bit fields, as shown in the
table in Figure 12, in such a way as to prevent the shorter match fields being misinterpreted as the beginning of the
longer match fields.

RESERVED CODEWORDS

[0042] As stated, both Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 output a number of 13-bit reserved codewords in which the first 9-bits
are 1s and the following 4-bits are a value representative of one of the reserved codewords defined hereafter. For
convenience, the same 13-bit reserved codewords are used for both schemes, although there is no reason why this
should be the case.
[0043] Reserved codewords are inserted into the encoded data stream by the tape drive during the data encoding
process to control the operation of the decoding process, and also to encode data separation information, such as FILE
MARKs.
[0044] Reserved codewords are not, however, passed into the history buffer during encoding or decoding.
[0045] Since, unlike in the DDS format, there is no separate index (e.g. a BAT) which indicates where Records or
FILE MARKs begin and end, the format according to the present embodiment provides an alternative mechanism for
enabling data appending or locating operations within the encoded data stream.
[0046] The mechanism relies on specific, defined parts of the encoded data stream occurring at predetermined positions
called append points. To facilitate this, the encoded data stream, from the beginning of the data transfer from the host
computer, is logically partitioned into 32-bit words, and append points are always aligned with, or flushed to, a 32-bit
word boundary. The 32-bit length of a word is a convenient number, being a power of two, but there is no reason in
principle why a word could not be defined to be any other length.
[0047] Additionally, a history buffer mis-match is forced at an append point so that the append point does not become
embedded in a backward reference. In effect, the longest matching string of bytes found prior to the append point is
output, regardless of whether the matching string may extend beyond the append point.
[0048] The existence of an append point is determined by any one of the reserved codewords that has a ’flush’
requirement, as shown in Figure 6, namely: FILE MARK, EOR, Flush and End Marker codewords. To effect alignment
with a word boundary, the space in the encoded data stream, if any, between any one of these reserved codewords
(apart form the End Marker) and the next word boundary are ’bit-packed’, or padded, with 0s. The space, if any, between
the End Marker and the next boundary is bit-packed with 1s.
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[0049] In practice, the codewords in the encoded data stream are ’bit-packed’, as required for both Scheme 1 and
Scheme 2, into 32-bit words for storage in the codeword area 510 of each data set, with the bit order reversed such that
the most significant bits are output or encountered first during decoding.
[0050] Now follows a more detailed explanation of each reserved codeword.

Reset 1

[0051] Whenever a Reset 1 codeword is encountered, the history buffer is reset (that is to say, subsequent data is
put at the start of the buffer), and all data codewords which follow are Scheme 1 data codewords. This applies until
either a Reset 2 or Scheme 2 codeword is encountered.
[0052] A Reset 1 codeword may occur either inside or outside of a Record, since the basis for deciding whether to
apply Scheme 1 or Scheme 2 is entirely depended on achieved (or achievable) compression ratio and is independent
of the structure of the incoming data. Although the codeword does not have a flush requirement, when it occurs outside
of a Record, it will always begin on a 32-bit boundary, following an EOR codeword, and will always be followed immediately
by a Flush codeword, so that the next Record or FILE MARK will begin on a word boundary.
[0053] A Reset 1 codeword may occur as the first codeword of a Record, in which case it is considered to be inside
the Record and need not be followed by a Flush codeword.
[0054] Reset 1 codewords are written at Access Points to ensure that decompression can begin at that point without
knowledge of previous data. An Access Point is the point in a data set where data decompression can begin; backward
references after an Access Point can only refer to data in the history buffer received after that Access Point. Decom-
pression can continue across an Access Point seamlessly, without the need to reference the DSIT.
[0055] A Reset 1 will cause a potential, short term reduction of compression ratio, as the history buffer needs to re-grow.

Reset 2

[0056] Whenever a Reset 2 codeword is encountered, the history buffer is reset (that is to say, subsequent data is
put at the start of the buffer), and all data codewords which follow are Scheme 2 data codewords. This applies until
either a Reset I or Scheme 1 codeword is encountered.
[0057] In all other ways, Reset 2 codewords are treated in the same as Reset 1 codewords.

Scheme 1

[0058] A Scheme 1 codeword indicates that all data codewords which follow are Scheme 1 data codewords, and this
applies until either a Reset 2 or Scheme 2 codeword is encountered. A Scheme 1 codeword can occur both inside and
outside of a Record.
[0059] Although the codeword does not have a flush requirement, when it occurs outside of a Record, it will always
begin on a 32-bit boundary, following an EOR codeword, and will always be followed immediately by a Flush codeword,
so that the next Record or FILE MARK will begin on a word boundary.
[0060] A Scheme 1 codeword may be output as the first codeword of a Record, in which case it is considered to be
inside the Record and need not be followed by a Flush codeword.

Scheme 2

[0061] A Scheme 2 codeword indicates that all data codewords which follow are Scheme 2 data codewords, and this
applies until either a Reset 1 or Scheme 1 codeword is encountered. In all other ways, it is has the same effect as a
Scheme 1 codeword.

FILE MARK

[0062] A FILE MARK codeword represents a Write FILE MARK command and therefore can never occur within a
Record. A FILE MARK codeword always begins on a 32-bit boundary, since it will always be located:- at the start of a
data transfer; after a Record; or after another FILE MARK. Since the FILE MARK codeword has a respective flush
requirement, by default it can be treated as the 32-bit constant: 1.1111.1111.0100 + 000.0000.0000.0000.0000 =
FF980000h.

EOR

[0063] An EOR codeword is the last codeword of a Record, and therefore can never occur outside of a Record.
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Following this codeword will be from zero to thirty-one 0s, to pad to the next 32-bit word boundary.

Flush

[0064] A Flush codeword, causes the next codeword to start on the next 32-bit boundary and, similar to an EOR
codeword, is followed by zero to thirty-one 0s, to pad to the next 32-bit word boundary. A Flush codeword may be used
either inside or outside of a Record; inside to force a mid-Record codeword to line up with a 32-bit boundary, and outside
to follow immediately after Scheme X and Reset X codewords, thereby assuring that any following Record (or part
Record), FILE MARK and End Marker codewords begin on a 32-bit boundary.
[0065] As already indicated, Flush codewords can be used outside of a Record to support Reset X and Scheme X
codewords. As such, these codewords can also be treated as 32-bit constants: 

[0066] In these cases, Flush codewords always begin on the 14th bit of a 32-bit word.
[0067] Hitherto, for example in the DDS format, it has been known to provide the ability to append after Records or
FILE MARKs, or at the end of data. The flush codeword of the present format provides the further ability to generate an
append point and any arbitrary position inside of a record. Examples of when this facility can be very useful is given below.

End Marker

[0068] An End Marker codeword indicates that any data following it within a data set has no meaning (though it may
still covered by any error detection and correction redundancy) and is used to stop decompression for the remainder of
the data set in which it is encountered. An End Marker codeword will only ever be written after an EOR and thus always
begins on a 32-bit boundary.
[0069] Since an End Marker codeword begins at a 32 bit boundary and is padded (with Is) to the next 32-bit boundary,
it can be treated as the 32-bit constant ’1.1111.1111.1111 + 111.1111.1111.1111.1111’ = FFFFFFFFh.

ACCESS POINTS

[0070] Access points are used to designate a position at which the history buffer is reset and at which decompression
of data in a data set can begin. In accordance with the present embodiment, there is, at most, one Access Point per
data-set, the location of which is registered in the DSIT. In order to access any Record or FILE MARK in the encoded
data, decoding must begin from an Access Point in the stream before the Record or FILE MARK and continue until the
target is reached.
[0071] Specifically, an Access Point is defined to be at the beginning of the first data set in a data transfer or, thereafter,
at the start of a subsequent data set or immediately following the end of any Record spanning into a data set from a
previous data set. If a Record spanning into a data set is so long that it also spans into the next data set, then there is
no valid Access Point, and the content of the Access Point field in the DSIT is set to FFFFFFFFh to indicate this.
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[0072] At an Access Point, the history buffer is reset, and one of the codewords (Reset 1 or Reset 2) precedes any
Record data, ensuring that the encoding scheme is defined before any data is written or encountered. This allows FILE
MARK codewords to be written at an Access Point before the encoding scheme is defined. The appropriate reset
codeword is used, depending on which processing scheme is required from that point.
[0073] At an Access Point there must be one of:

Reset X followed by Flush;

Reset X followed by Record data;

End Marker; or

FILE MARK followed by any of the above.

[0074] The history buffer ’reset’ at an Access Point prevents backward references being output, which refer to data
input before the Access Point. Thus, compression and decompression must always begin at an Access Point.

DATA SET FILLING

[0075] If only a part of a data set is filled with codewords, and it is necessary to write the data set to tape, then the
data set is ’completed’ before further processing steps occur. In such a case, if a Record is not complete it is terminated
with an EOR codeword. The last valid codeword is then an End Marker codeword, unless that position is coincident with
the DSIT (in which case it is not a partial data set anyway). Optionally, the remainder of the data set can be filled with
End Marker codewords.

DATA SET INFORMATION TABLE

[0076] The contents of a DSIT are shown in the Table in Figure 7, and will now be described.
[0077] In the Table, the most-significant byte is the lowest-numbered byte position and the least-significant byte is the
highest-numbered byte position.

Data Set Number

[0078] This 4-byte field is the ordinal number of the data set from the beginning of the tape (BOT), starting with zero.

Valid Data Length

[0079] This 4-byte field indicates the number of complete bytes in the data set that are used for processed codewords,
up to, but not including, any End Marker that may exist within the data set.

Access Point Offset

[0080] This 4-byte field is the byte offset, within the data set, of the Access Point. The count is from the beginning of
the DSIT, starting at byte 0. Therefore, if the Access Point were the first byte of the data set, then the Access Point
Offset would be Zero. If there is no Access Point within the data set, then this field is set to all ones (that is FFFFFFFFh).
[0081] A ’Current Access Point’ is defined herein as the Access Point that exists in the present data set, or, if there is
no Access Point in a data set, the nearest previous Access Point.
[0082] A ’Next Access Point’ is defined herein as the first Access Point that occurs in the next or a subsequent data set

Total Records

[0083] This 6-byte field specifies the count of all Records that have been completely processed in all data sets from
BOT up to the Current Access Point.

Total FILE MARKs

[0084] This 6-byte field specifies the count of all FILE MARKs that have been processed in all data sets from BOT up
to the Current Access Point.
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Record Count

[0085] This 4-byte field specifies the number of Records that exist between the Current Access Point and the Next
Access Point. Hence, if a Record starts in a previous data set, and ends in the present one, then that Record is not
counted. If there is no Access Point in the current data set, then there are no Records starting or ending within this data
set, and so the Record Count is the same as the Record Count in the DSIT of the previous data set. If a Record starts
in the present data set, but is not completed until a subsequent data set, then it is counted. Hence, it is not possible to
have an Access Point within a data set, and also to have a Record Count of Zero. Also, in accordance with the present
embodiment, FILE MARKs are not counted as Records.

FILE MARK Count

[0086] This 4-byte field specifies the number of FILE MARKs written between the Current Access Point and the Next
Access Point.

Partial Record Length

[0087] This 4-byte field specifies how many bytes of data are in the last Record of the current data set, if the Record
does not end in the data set. Otherwise, the value is zero.
[0088] The remaining DSIT fields, from bytes 36 to 468 are either for vendor-specific information or for tape usage
information, and do not relate to the present invention. The remaining DSIT fields will thus not be described further detail
herein.

TAPE DRIVE ARCHITECTURE

[0089] An exemplary architecture for a tape drive, for storing and recovering data to and from tape in accordance with
the present embodiment, is illustrated in the diagram in Figure 8.
[0090] Referring to Figure 8, a tape drive 800 is connected via a SCSI bus 806 to a host computer (not shown). It is
assumed herein that the host computer has loaded therein appropriate ’application’ and ’driver’ software and hardware
with which it can communicate with the tape drive 800 in an appropriate manner.
[0091] In a ’write’ operation, the tape drive 800 receives data to be backed-up to tape 876 from the host computer and
in a ’read’ operation the tape drive 800 sends data retrieved from tape 876 back to the host computer. In the embodiment
described herein, the SCSI bus 806 connects the tape drive 800 to the host computer. It will, however, be appreciated
that any one of a number of other common interface types could be used.
[0092] The tape drive 800 described herein is arranged to store and retrieve data in accordance with the format
described above. In Figure 8, the tape drive 800 comprises a tape mechanism 870, and all the other components form
what will generally be referred to herein as a ’controller’ 805.
[0093] The controller 805 includes a series of ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) each arranged to carry
out specific data processing operations. The ASICs are: a host interface 810, for managing the transfer of data between
the host computer and the tape drive 800 across the SCSI bus 806; a formatter 820, connected to the host interface
810 by a first data bus 815; and a read/write circuit 840 connected to the formatter 820 by a second data bus 835. Also
included is a main buffer 830, for storing therein data in data set form, which is connected to the formatter 820 by a
memory bus 825. The main buffer 830 comprises a block of DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) which is sufficient
in size to store therein at least one data set.
[0094] The main elements of the formatter 820 are illustrated in more detail in the diagram in Figure 9. As shown, the
formatter 820 comprises: an encoder 900 for encoding received host computer data bytes as Scheme X codewords,
the encoder incorporating a history buffer 903 and a comparator 907 for determining whether the encoder 900 should
apply Scheme 1 or Scheme 2 codewords to the host computer data; and a packer 910 for arranging codewords into an
encoded data stream in terms of 32-bit word boundaries, the packer incorporating a lookup table 915 used by the packer
910 to interpret which codewords are reserved codewords and which reserved codewords have a respective flush
requirement.
[0095] The controller 805 further comprises a microprocessor 850, for example a Motorola 68000 series microproc-
essor, and main memory 860, which may be ROM (Read Only Memory) or EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable
Read Only Memory), accessible by the microprocessor 850. The microprocessor 850 is controlled by firmware instructions
stored in the main memory 860 to control all elements of the drive 805, as will be described. The microprocessor 850
is connected to the other elements of the tape drive via a system bus 852 and controls the overall operation of each
element of the tape drive 800.
[0096] The first data bus 815, for transferring data between the host interface 810 and the formatter 820, comprises
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a 16-bit data channel and 2-bit control channel. The second and third data buses, labelled 835 and 845 respectively,
comprise 16-bit data channels. The actual widths of the data channels are not important, notwithstanding that wider
channels, which can carry more bits in parallel, can provide a faster processing pipeline.
[0097] The tape mechanism 870 includes: a read/write head 874 connected to the read/write circuit 840 by a third
data bus 845; and a head actuator 833 for controlling the movement of the head 874. Figures 3a and 3b illustrate two
common ways in which data may be written to tape.
[0098] In Figure 3a, the data is written as a series of oblique tracks 300 along the length of the tape 310, from one
end to the other. This type of data storage is generally known as helical scan, and relies on a tape drive which has a
rotating drum comprising, typically, four heads; two for reading and two for writing. Such tape drives are well known and
form the basis for the DDS data storage standards mentioned above.
[0099] Figure 3b illustrates data written as a series of parallel channels 320 along the length of the tape 330. This
technique is commonly known as linear data recording. In the diagram, a group of four (or possibly more) parallel
channels, which together are known as a track 340, are written by a static, multi-channel head from one end A of the
tape to the other end B. When the head has written data to the end B of the tape, it offsets by x and the tape is rewound
so that data can be written in the reverse direction, back to the other end A of the tape. This process can continues, as
long as data is received, until the whole width of the tape has been used.
[0100] Either of the above-mentioned techniques could be used to write to tape data encoded in accordance with the
present embodiment, which is not specific to any particular technique. The data format is, however, expected to be
particularly advantageous when directed to linear tape recording techniques.

TAPE DRIVE OPERATION

[0101] In the tape drive 800, the host interface 810 receives data from the host computer via the SCSI bus 806 in
accordance with the underlying SCSI protocol. If the data is control data (for example load, unload or space), the host
interface 810 passes the data to the microprocessor 850, and the microprocessor controls the tape drive 800 to operate
accordingly.
[0102] For a write data operation, if the data is Record data to be stored to tape, the host interface 810 transmits the
data to the formatter 820 to be encoded, and compressed where possible, into an encoded data stream. The encoder
900 interacts with the history buffer 903 and the comparator 907 for the purposes of encoding and compressing the
bytes of Record data. The packer 910 ’bit-packs’ the codewords in the stream as necessary in accordance with any
respective flush requirements. The lookup table 915 contains information relating to the reserved codewords, which
enables the packer 910 to recognise the reserved codewords provided by the encoder in the data stream and pack them
appropriately. The encoded and packed data is transferred to the main buffer 830.
[0103] The formatter 820 may also apply error correction/detection coding, the details of which are beyond the scope
of the present description, prior to sending the data to the read/write circuit 840.
[0104] When appropriate, the formatter 820 retrieves the data from the main buffer 830 and transmits it to the read/write
circuit 840. The read/write circuit 840 receives the encoded data and converts the data into signals suitable for driving
the read/write head(s) 874. The head actuator 872 moves the head 874 in relation to the tape 876, and the tape mechanism
870 moves the tape 876 in relation to the head 874, for the purposes of writing data. As already stated, tape decks
including mechanisms suitable for operation in accordance with the present embodiment are generally known in the art
of tape storage, and will not therefore be considered in any further detail herein.
[0105] For a read operation, the components described above in relation to writing data operate in reverse to read
data from tape, remove error detection/correction coding if appropriate, unpack and decode the data recovered from
tape 876, and pass the data back to the host computer 810.
[0106] The operation of some elements of the controller will now be described in more detail.

HOST INTERFACE

[0107] For a write operation, the host computer transmits a write commands to the host interface 810 to write either
Records or FILE MARKs. Whether or not the tape drive accepts the request is determined by whether the formatter 820
is ready to receive data from the host computer, as will be described. The overall write process is controlled by the
microprocessor 850.
[0108] On receipt of a write request from the host computer, to write a data Record, the host interface 810 requests
permission to send a Record’s worth of data to the formatter 820 by sending a request signal to the microprocessor 850.
The microprocessor 850 in turn tests the status of the formatter 820. If the status of the formatter 820 allows, since, for
example, there is space in the main buffer 830 to receive a whole data Record and the processing of any previously-re-
ceived data is complete, the microprocessor 850 signals the host interface 810 to start data transfer to the formatter
820. On the other hand, if the status of the formatter 820 indicates that the main buffer is full, or that existing data is still
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being processed, the request will be denied, or ’held off. In effect, the microprocessor 850 will not permit the host interface
810 to transmit the Record data until the formatter 820 is ready. When ready, the host interface 810 transfers a Record’s
worth of data, 16-bits at a time, across the first data bus to the formatter 820.
[0109] The protocol for writing a FILE MARK is that the host computer interface 810 signals to the microprocessor
850 that a Write FILE MARK command has been received. In response, the microprocessor 850 signals the formatter
820 to insert a FILE MARK codeword into the encoded data stream after the end of the previous Record (or FILE MARK).
[0110] While the present format treats a Record as the smallest chunk of data that can be ’written’ to and from the
tape drive 800, it will be appreciated that the underlying SCSI protocol, supported by the host interface and the tape
drive host interface 810, actually manages data transfer in SCSI-defined chunks, known as ’bursts’, which are typically
smaller than a Record. Thus, in effect, within each Record, the host computer and tape drive 800 transfer data in terms
of bursts. SCSI supports this feature to allow for the possibility of servicing multiple devices at the same time. Burst
length is a value which is typically negotiated by the host computer and tape drive 800 (or in general any device which
operates under the SCSI protocol) prior to data transfer, and is commonly set at 32-Kbytes or 64-Kbytes. Each burst of
data passed by the host computer to the host interface 810 includes 2 bits of parity information, typically added by the
sending end of the SCSI bus (e.g. the host bus adaptor of the host computer during a write operation) and checked by
the receiving end of the SCSI bus (e.g. the host interface 810 of the tape drive 800 during a write operation). The parity
information is used at the receiving end as a simple check on the integrity of the burst data, and is not passed on beyond
the host computer interface 810.
[0111] The host interface 810 incorporates two byte counters - a burst counter 811 and a Record counter 812 - and
services the counters as the bytes pass from the host interface 810 to the formatter 820 during Record and burst transfer.
The counters (811 and 812) are pre-loaded for each burst or Record respectively with the number of bytes in a burst or
Record. The counters (811 and 812) are then decremented as each byte passes out of the host interface 810. By this
means, when one of the counts is zero, the host interface 810 determines that the end of a burst or Record has occurred
and then generates a respective signal, or ’flag’, for the formatter 820.
[0112] In accordance with the present embodiment, the end of burst and EOR signals are transmitted to the formatter
820, as 2-bit control signals on the 2-bit control channel of the first data bus 815. In practice, these signals are timed to
pass at the same time as the last byte in the burst or Record. In response, the formatter 820 is configured to receive the
signals and insert a Flush codeword (for an end of burst) or an EOR codeword (for an EOR) after the last byte of the
preceding codeword in the encoded data stream. In the event an end of bust and an EOR are coincident, the EOR takes
precedence and the formatter 820 is arranged to only add an EOR codeword.
[0113] Thus, the host interface 810 provides, by means of appropriate signals, all information required by the formatter
820 to control the addition of FILE MARK, EOR and Flush codewords to the encoded data stream.
[0114] For a read operation, the process is generally the reverse of the write process, except that the host interface
810 controls the timing: that is, the formatter 820 must request permission to send decoded data to the host interface
810, a Record or FILE MARK, at a time, on the basis of whether the host interface 810 and the host computer are ready
to receive the data.
[0115] One benefit of the ability to add a flush codeword into the encoded data stream will now be described.
[0116] Hitherto, tape drives known to the present inventors have employed a buffer, in what constitutes a host interface,
large enough to receive one or more whole bursts of data. Each burst of data in the buffer is pre-processed, to check
the integrity thereof by reference to the parity information, before the bytes of the burst are forwarded on for data
processing such as data compression. If the burst is determined to be ’bad’, according to the parity information, the host
interface (or equivalent host bus adaptor) requests re-transmission of the burst.
[0117] The main reason for this pre-processing check is that once data has entered the data processing stage and
has been encoded, and in particular compressed, the ’burst boundaries’, which are typically within Records, are ’lost’
in the resulting compressed data stream. In this case, a burst boundary may be ’lost’, for example, when the last bytes
in one burst and the first bytes in the next are represented in the encoded data stream by a single backward reference.
Thus, it would be extremely difficult, and tricky in processing terms, to re-send the burst and place it in the correct position
in the encoded data stream, if the ’bad’ burst data had already been compressed.
[0118] The pre-processing is generally recognised as a bottleneck to data processing, which has hitherto been reduced
to some extent by employing expensive and fast SRAM as the buffer memory.
[0119] The present inventors have addressed the bottleneck problem in a different way, which has obviated to a large
extent the need for a buffer in the host interface for pre-processing.
[0120] The mechanism for overcoming the stated problem is enabled by using the Flush codeword to identify the end
of a burst in the encoded data stream. As has already been described, the Flush codeword can be used to line up any
arbitrary point in the host computer data stream with a word boundary in the encoded data stream. In the present case,
the Flush codeword is used at the end of each burst to align the beginning of the next burst with the next 32-bit word
boundary in the encoded data stream. Thus, burst boundaries are clearly identifiable, even in a compressed data stream,
as the 32-bit boundary following any Flush codeword. Thus, a re-tried, encoded burst can simply be written over the
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’bad’ encoded data in the respective data set, even when the data has been compressed.
[0121] The re-writing of a burst to the correct location in a data set is controlled by the formatter 820, which includes
two pointers; a first pointer and a second pointer. The first pointer points to the memory location in the main buffer 830
where the next data byte is to be written, and is incremented each time a byte is written to the main buffer. The second
pointer points to the memory location of the 32-bit word boundary, generated by a Flush codeword, preceding the most
recent burst of data. The value of the second pointer is updated as each new Flush codeword is written to the main
buffer 830.
[0122] When the host interface 810 requests a burst retry, via the microprocessor 850, the formatter 820 resets the
first pointer to the position of the most recent Access Point, and then reads from the Access Point to the memory location
pointed at by the second pointer. Thereafter, the bad burst is overwritten by the re-transmitted burst. This process is
repeated until the burst is successfully written to the main buffer 820.
[0123] Also, when a burst retry is requested, the counters (811 and 812) in the host interface 810 are both incremented
by the number of bytes in a burst, in order to accommodate the same bytes passing through again.
[0124] Another benefit of this burst retry approach is that the history buffer 903 is reset by default to the same state
for writing the re-transmitted burst as it was in for writing the originally-transmitted version of the burst.
[0125] Thus, the bytes in a burst can be passed by the host interface 810 to the formatter 820 for compression as
they are received. In other words the bottleneck is removed since there is no need to wait to receive the whole burst
before forwarding the bytes to the formatter 820. Further, there is no need for a buffer in the host interface 810 which
holds one or more whole bursts of data to allow pre-processing.
[0126] Parity checking is still required to determine if a burst is ’bad’. The parity check, however, is calculated by the
host interface 810 as the bytes pass through the host interface 810, and a resulting parity check figure is compared with
the parity information for the burst received from the host computer. In the event any data in the burst is ’bad’, the host
interface 810 requests the host computer for a burst retry, which is a standard SCSI command.
[0127] This principle can be extended for re-positioning to any arbitrary location in the main buffer 830. For example,
the host computer can at any time issue the SCSI command ’save pointers’. This command may be interpreted by the
host interface 810 as a request to insert a Flush codeword into the encoded data stream. If the host computer issues a
’save pointers’ command before each burst of data, the host interface 810 could interpret this as a request to add a
Flush codeword, thereby obviating the burst counter 811.

FORMATTER

[0128] The operation of the formatter 820 will now be described in more detail with reference to the flow diagram in
Figure 10, in terms of a write operation.
[0129] In the flow diagram, a write process starts in step 1000 after the tape drive 800 receives a write command from
the host computer, and the microprocessor 850 has initialised the tape drive for a write operation. In step 1010, if the
write command is a ’Write FILE MARK’, and the formatter 820 is ready, the host interface 810 sends a FILE MARK
signal to the microprocessor 850, which in turn signals to the formatter 820, in step 1020, to output a FILE MARK codeword.
[0130] If the write command is to write a Record, and the formatter 820 is ready, the formatter 820 receives Record
data from the host interface 810 and the encoder 900 applies Scheme X encoding on a per byte basis, in step 1030,
where X can be 1 or 2 depending on certain criteria, which will be described below.
[0131] Irrespective of which scheme is in operation, all byte data passes through the history buffer 903. Thus, in the
case of Scheme 1, the encoder 900 outputs codeword data by reference, where possible, to codewords existing in the
history buffer 903. In the case of Scheme 2, the encoder 900 has a pass-through mode whereby byte values which are
received by the encoder 900 are simply passed through and out of the encoder. Even though the data is passed through
without any processing being carried out on it, each byte is still referred to herein as a codeword in the encoded data stream.
[0132] As has already been described, burst processing is achieved by inserting a Flush codeword into the encoded
data stream after the last byte of a burst, when the formatter 820 receives a Flush point signal from the host interface
810. Also, an EOR codeword is added to the encoded data stream after the last codeword of the Record, in response
to an EOR signal from the host interface 810.
[0133] After the codewords for each Record or FILE MARK have been written, the next step, step 1040, is to determine
whether an Access Point is required. An Access Point is required, as soon after the start of a new data set as possible.
This will in practice be at the beginning of a data set, or after the end of the first part-Record (if the Record started in a
previous data set) in a data set. When an Access Point is required, then, in step 1050, the formatter 820 ’holds-off’
further data from the host interface 810, after outputting the respective EOR codeword, until any remaining data in the
packer 910 has passed to the main buffer 830. Then, the formatter 820 registers the Access Point position (the byte
offset from the beginning of the current data set) in the DSIT for the current data set held in the main buffer 830. Thereafter,
the formatter 820 outputs the appropriate Reset X codeword and then continues receiving data bytes from the host
computer interface 810.
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[0134] Finally, in step 1060, the process iterates to step 1010 to process any further Records or FILE MARKs, or the
process ends in step 1070.
[0135] The DSIT values for a data set are generated by the formatter 820 on the basis of the signals received from
the host interface 810: in particular the EOR and FILE MARK signals.
[0136] The passing of data from the main buffer 830 to the read/write circuit is controlled by microprocessor 850 on
a per data set basis. In other words, the microprocessor will not initiate data transfer from the main buffer 830 to tape
until at least one data set is complete. Conversely, when reading data from tape, the microprocessor 850 will not allow
the tape drive 800 to read data until there is sufficient room in the main buffer 830 for one whole data set.
[0137] With regard to which encoding scheme is in operation at any time, the formatter 820 includes monitoring
functionality in the form of a comparator 907 to monitor the compression ratio of data encoded using Scheme 1. The
comparator 907 includes two counters; a first counter 904, which increments each time a byte is passed into the encoder;
and a second counter 905, which increments in line with the number of compressed bits that are (in Scheme 1), or would
be (i.e. backward references in Scheme 2) output from the encoder 900. The comparator also includes a division circuit
906, which calculates the ratio of the value of the second counter 905 over the value of the first counter 906 at a given
time. Obviously, before dividing, it is necessary to multiply the number of bytes input by eight, to give the equivalent
number of bits input, to provide a correct ratio. This ratio is representative of the average (real or potential) compression
ratio over a given period. The given period can be measured in terms of the number of bytes input into the encoder 900.
For example, the ratio might be calculated for each word’s worth of data (i.e. 32-bits), each burst’s worth (e.g. 32-Kbytes)
of data, each Record’s worth of data, or over any other arbitrary period (e.g. after every single byte). Each time the ratio
is calculated, the comparator generates a flag indicative of which Scheme should be in operation, and then the counters
are reset to begin the next ratio calculation. Clearly there are many other ways of calculating compression ratio.
[0138] In a preferred embodiment, if the ratio falls below a first threshold, then the comparator 907 flags a swap from
Scheme 1 to Scheme 2. When in Scheme 2, the Scheme 1 encoding is in effect still enabled, as all input data passes
through the history buffer 903, and potential compression ratio measurements continue to be made. If the ratio rises
above a second threshold, a swap back to Scheme 1 is signalled by the comparator 907. The period and thresholds are
configurable, and the first threshold, for a swap from Scheme 1 to scheme 2, can be the same as, or different from, the
second threshold, for a swap from Scheme 2 to Scheme 1. The values for the period and thresholds, to provide the best
overall compression performance, can be determined heuristically. Alternatively, the values may be determined adap-
tively on the basis of the nature of the data being received. Of course, the adaptive option would require extra functionality
to be built into the tape drive 800, which is beyond the scope of the present description.
[0139] Thus, when Scheme 1 is in operation (which is the default for the first Record of the first data set, and which
is determined by a Reset 1 codeword), if the compression ratio drops below, for example, 1:1, the formatter 820 inserts
a Scheme 2 codeword into the encoded data stream. Thereafter, Record bytes received by the formatter 820 are passed
through the encoder 900 without being encoded.
[0140] The monitoring of the compression ratio continues during Scheme 2 operation. If the compression ratio is seen
to rise above, for example, 1.5:1 (that is to say, there is an element of hysteresis between the Scheme 1 and 2 switching
levels), the encoder 900 inserts a Scheme 1 codeword, and subsequent Record data bytes are output using Scheme 1
encoding.
[0141] During encoding, the addition of Scheme X codewords has no effect on the history buffer 903, and the history
buffer is not reset. This means that after a switch from Scheme 2 to Scheme 1, the full history buffer contents are available
for use as potential backward references.
[0142] The operation of the formatter 820 for a read operation is the opposite of the write operation, with data decom-
pression being applied to the encoded data by the encoder 900 (acting as a decoder), instead of compression, in known
fashion. In some embodiments, it may be preferred to include a decoder that is separate from the encoder 900, although
it will be appreciated that such a decision is a matter of design choice.
[0143] In the present embodiment, decompression is more straight forward than compression, since compression
ratio monitoring is not required; decompression simply follows the Scheme X and Reset X codewords which are received
by the formatter 820. Apart from the reserved codewords, the data codewords are simply decoded by applying the
respective decompression algorithm, which is well known.
[0144] During decoding, reserved codewords are detected, removed from the data stream, and acted upon where
necessary by the encoder 900 (acting as a decoder). FILE MARK codewords detected by the encoder 900 cause the
formatter 820 to signal to the host interface 810, via the microprocessor 850, that a FILE MARK should be transmitted
back to the host computer. None of the other reserved codewords have any meaning as far as the host computer is
concerned, so they are simply removed from the data stream. However, the Scheme X and Reset X codewords cause
the formatter 820 to decode the encoded data and reset the history buffer respectively.
[0145] The operation of the packer 910 will now be described in more detail with reference to the flow diagram in
Figure 11.
[0146] The packer 910 operates on codeword data resulting from the encoder 900. Data is passed to the packer 910,
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in step 1100, a codeword at a time. As each codeword is received, the packer 920 refers to the lookup table 915 to
determine whether the codeword is a reserved codeword that has an associated Flush to word boundary requirement.
The lookup table 915 contains for each reserved codeword an entry, which indicates whether there is a flush requirement
and whether the padding for the codeword uses 1s or 0s. The entries in the lookup table 915 are also used during
decoding to determine which codewords are reserved codewords, and how the reserved codewords should be processed.
[0147] In step 1105, the received codeword data is passed to a ’barrel shifter’ function 912 in the packer 910, which
is similar in operation to a FIFO register, which in effect operates to receive a stream of data bits into a notional ’top end’
thereof, pass the bits through to a notional ’bottom’ end thereof, and output in parallel from a notional ’side’ thereof 32-
bit wide data words. In accordance with the present embodiment, the bits are necessarily output from the ’side’ as two
blocks of 16 bits, since the data bus is only 16-bits wide.
[0148] The barrel shifter function 912 operates as follows. In step 1110, if the addition of the codeword data increases
the number of bits already in the barrel shifter (if indeed there were already any bits therein) to 32-bits or more, then, in
step 1115, the shifter shifts the bottom-most 32-bits out to the current data set in the main buffer 830. Then, in step
1120, the remaining bits in the barrel shifter (if there are any bits remaining) are shifted down (by 32-bits) to the bottom
of the barrel shifter. The process then iterates back to step 1110, where there is a further check on the number of bits
in the shifter.
[0149] If there are fewer than 32-bits in the shifter, then, in step 1125 the packer checks whether there are any bits at
all remaining in the shifter. In there are no bits remaining, then the packer process ends in step 1145. If there are any
bits remaining then, in step 1130, the flush to word boundary requirement is assessed, on the basis of whether the
packer 910 detected by reference to the lookup table 915 the presence of a reserved codeword having a flush requirement.
If there is a flush requirement, then, in step 1135, the barrel shifter is filled, or ’padded’, with either zeros or ones,
depending on the flush requirement, from after the last-received codeword bit in the shifter and up to a 32-bit threshold.
Next, in step 1140, the shifter shifts the 32-bits out to the data set in the main buffer 830. Finally, in step 1145, the
process ends for the received codeword data.
[0150] In this way, the packer 826 controls the transfer of encoded data, by default, in terms of 32-bit words, and at
the same time controls the bit-padding required for flushing codewords to 32-bit boundaries in each data set.
[0151] For a read operation, the packer also acts to ’unpack’ the data read from tape. This operation is the reverse of
’packing’ in that the packer 920 receives 32-bit words and returns codeword bytes to the encoder 900 (acting now as a
decoder). In doing so, the packer 920 (acting as an unpacker) refers to the lookup table 915, detects reserved codewords
that have previously been ’packed’, and removes any padding, which has previously been added in the packing process.
Further, in some embodiments, the packer 910 may be arranged to remove Flush and EOR codewords from the encoded
data stream, since the formatter 820 does not need to receive these codewords during the decoding process.
[0152] The above text describes in detail one particular embodiment of the invention. The skilled reader will appreciate
that the essence of the disclosed invention, which is embodied in the claims, can be usefully applied in many other data
storage scenarios. Some examples are: hard disk systems; and optically writable and/or readable disk systems, including
DVD-RAM (digital video disk-RAM).

Claims

1. A method of arranging and storing data received in a data transfer from a data source, said method including the
steps of:

receiving (806, 810) from said data source a plurality of records comprising user data, commands to write a
record of data, and commands to write a data separation signal for separating groups of related records of data,
said user data consisting of m-bit words;
selecting (907) an encoding scheme between a first encoding scheme and a second encoding scheme;
encoding (820, 900) said m-bit words of user data into encoded user data according to the selected encoding
scheme, wherein said first encoding scheme is a compression scheme which either encodes one m-bit word
of user data as a p-bit codeword where p is greater than m or encodes altogether a sequence of m-bit words
of user data, and wherein said second encoding scheme encodes one predetermined word of said m-bit words
of user data as a reserved p-bit codeword and copies all other words of said m-bit words of user data as
uncompressed outputs;
arranging (820, 910) said encoded user data into an encoded data stream, said encoded data stream being
logically partitioned by boundaries into fixed-bit-length data words; and
writing (840) said encoded data stream to a storage device or a storage medium;
wherein said encoded data stream further includes reserved codewords for identifying the selected encoding
scheme and for controlling decoding of said encoded data stream, each of said reserved codewords consisting
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of n bits where n is greater than p, said n-bit reserved codewords having a common p-bit root sequence, said
common p-bit root sequence beginning with the first m bits of said reserved p-bit codeword.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein m=8, p=9, and n=13.

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein the first 8 bits of said reserved 9-bit codeword are 0xFF, and said common
9-bit root sequence is 0xFF followed by 1.

4. A method according to claim 3, wherein said reserved 9-bit codeword is 0xFF followed by 0 and represents the 8-
bit word 0xFF of user data.

5. A method according to claim 3 or 4, wherein one of said n-bit codewords represents a data separation information.

6. A method according to claim 5, wherein said data separation information represents a file mark.

7. A method according to claim 3 or4, wherein one of said n-bit codewords represents an end of record marker.

8. A method according to claim 3 or 4, wherein one of said n-bit codewords represents an end marker indicating that
any following data has no meaning.

9. A method according to claim 3 or 4, wherein the encoding step stores user data words in a buffer and one of said
n-bit codewords represents a reset codeword which resets the buffer.

10. Apparatus for arranging and storing data received in a data transfer from a data source, said apparatus comprising:

means for receiving (806, 810) from said data source a plurality of records comprising user data, commands
to write a record of data, and commands to write a data separation signal for separating groups of related
records of data, said user data consisting of m-bit words;
means for selecting (907) an encoding scheme between a first encoding scheme and a second encoding scheme;
means for encoding (820, 900) said m-bit words of user data into encoded user data according to the selected
encoding scheme, wherein said first encoding scheme is a compression scheme which either encodes one m-
bit word of user data as a p-bit codeword where p is greater than m or encodes altogether a sequence of m-bit
words of user data, and wherein said second encoding scheme encodes one predetermined word of said m-
bit words of user data as a reserved p-bit codeword and copies all other words of said m-bit words of user data
as uncompressed outputs;
means for arranging (820, 910) said encoded user data into an encoded data stream, said encoded data stream
being logically partitioned by boundaries into fixed-bit-length data words; and
means for writing (840) said encoded data stream to a storage device or a storage medium;
wherein said encoded data stream further includes reserved codewords for identifying the selected encoding
scheme and for controlling decoding of said encoded data stream, each of said reserved codewords consisting
of n bits where n is greater than p, said n-bit reserved codewords having a common p-bit root sequence, said
common p-bit root sequence beginning with the first m bits of said reserved p-bit codeword.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Anordnen und Speichern von Daten, die im Rahmen einer Datenübertragung von einer Datenquelle
empfangen werden, wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

Empfangen (806, 810) einer Vielzahl von Datensätzen von der Datenquelle, die Benutzerdaten, Befehle zum
Schreiben eines Datensatzes und Befehle zum Schreiben eines Datentrennsignals zum Trennen von Gruppen
verwandter Datensätze umfassen, wobei die Benutzerdaten aus m-Bit-Wörtern bestehen;
Auswählen (907) eines Kodierschemas zwischen einem ersten Kodierschema und einem zweiten Kodiersche-
ma;
Kodieren (820, 900) der m-Bit-Wörter von Benutzerdaten in kodierte Benutzerdaten gemäß dem ausgewählten
Kodierschema, wobei das erste Kodierschema ein Komprimierungsschema ist, das entweder ein m-Bit-Wort
von Benutzerdaten als p-Bit-Codewort kodiert, wobei p größer als m ist, oder das insgesamt eine Sequenz von
m-Bit-Wörtern von Benutzerdaten kodiert, und wobei das zweite Kodierschema ein vorab definiertes Wort der
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m-Bit-Wörter von Benutzerdaten als reserviertes p-Bit-Codewort kodiert und alle anderen Wörter der m-Bit-
Wörter von Benutzerdaten als nicht-komprimierte Ausgaben kopiert;
Anordnen (820, 910) der kodierten Benutzerdaten in einen kodierten Datenstrom, wobei der kodierte Datenstrom
durch Grenzen logisch in Datenwörter mit fester Bitlänge partitioniert wird; und
Schreiben (840) des kodierten Datenstroms in eine Speichereinheit oder ein Speichermedium;
wobei der kodierte Datenstrom ferner reservierte Codewörter zum Identifizieren des ausgewählten Kodiersche-
mas und zum Steuern der Entschlüsselung des kodierten Datenstroms enthält, wobei jedes der reservierten
Codewörter aus n Bits besteht, bei denen n größer als p ist, wobei die reservierten n-Bit-Codewörter eine
gemeinsame p-Bit-Stammsequenz aufweisen, wobei die gemeinsame p-Bit-Stammsequenz mit den ersten m
Bits des reservierten p-Bit-Codewortes beginnt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei m = 8, p = 9 und n = 13.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die ersten 8 Bit des reservierten 9-Bit-Codewortes 0xFF sind, und wobei die
gemeinsame 9-Bit-Stammsequenz 0xFF gefolgt von 1 ist.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das reservierte 9-Bit-Codewort 0xFF gefolgt von 0 ist und das 8-Bit-Wort 0xFF
von Benutzerdaten darstellt.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei eines der n-Bit-Codewörter Datentrenninformationen darstellt.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Datentrenninformationen eine Dateimarkierung darstellen.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei eines der n-Bit-Codewörter ein Datensatzende-Kennzeichen darstellt.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei eines der N-Bit-Codewörter ein Ende-Kennzeichen darstellt, das anzeigt,
dass darauffolgende Daten keine Bedeutung haben.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei der Kodierschritt Benutzerdatenwörter in einem Puffer speichert und
eines der n-Bit-Wörter ein Zurücksetzen-Codewort darstellt, das den Puffer zurücksetzt.

10. Vorrichtung zum Anordnen und Speichern von Daten, die im Rahmen einer Datenübertragung von einer Datenquelle
erhalten werden, wobei die Vorrichtung Folgendes umfasst:

Mittel zum Empfangen (806, 810) einer Vielzahl von Datensätzen von der Datenquelle, die Benutzerdaten,
Befehle zum Schreiben eines Datensatzes und Befehle zum Schreiben eines Datentrennsignals zum Trennen
von Gruppen verwandter Datensätze umfassen, wobei die Benutzerdaten aus m-Bit-Wörtern bestehen;
Mittel zum Auswählen (907) eines Kodierschemas zwischen einem ersten Kodierschema und einem zweiten
Kodierschema;
Mittel zum Kodieren (820, 900) der m-Bit-Wörter von Benutzerdaten in kodierte Benutzerdaten gemäß dem
ausgewählten Kodierschema, wobei das erste Kodierschema ein Komprimierungsschema ist, das entweder
ein m-Bit-Wort von Benutzerdaten als p-Bit-Codewort kodiert, wobei p größer als m ist, oder das insgesamt
eine Sequenz von m-Bit-Wörtern von Benutzerdaten kodiert, und wobei das zweite Kodierschema ein vorab
definiertes Wort der m-Bit-Wörter von Benutzerdaten als reserviertes p-Bit-Codewort kodiert und alle anderen
Wörter der m-Bit-Wörter von Benutzerdaten als nicht-komprimierte Ausgaben kopiert;
Mittel zum Anordnen (820, 910) der kodierten Benutzerdaten in einen kodierten Datenstrom, wobei der kodierte
Datenstrom durch Grenzen logisch in Datenwörter mit fester Bitlänge partitioniert wird; und
Mittel zum Schreiben (840) des kodierten Datenstroms in eine Speichereinheit oder ein Speichermedium;
wobei der kodierte Datenstrom ferner reservierte Codewörter zum Identifizieren des ausgewählten Kodiersche-
mas und zum Steuern der Entschlüsselung des kodierten Datenstroms enthält, wobei jedes der reservierten
Codewörter aus n Bits besteht, bei denen n größer als p ist, wobei die reservierten n-Bit Codewörter eine
gemeinsame p-Bit-Stammsequenz aufweisen, wobei die gemeinsame p-Bit-Stammsequenz mit den ersten m
Bits des reservierten p-Bit-Codewortes beginnt.

Revendications

1. Procédé d’agencement et de stockage de données reçues dans un transfert de données depuis une source de
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données, ledit procédé comprenant les étapes de :

- réception (806, 810) depuis ladite source de données d’une pluralité d’enregistrements comprenant des don-
nées d’utilisateur, des commandes pour écrire un enregistrement de données et des commandes pour écrire
un signal de séparation de données pour séparer des groupes d’enregistrements de données apparentés,
lesdites données d’utilisateur consistant en des mots de m bits ;
- sélection (907) d’un schéma de codage entre un premier schéma de codage et un second schéma de codage ;
- codage (820, 900) desdits mots de m bits de données d’utilisateur en données d’utilisateur codées selon le
schéma de codage sélectionné, dans lequel ledit premier schéma de codage est un schéma de compression
qui soit code un mot de m bits de données d’utilisateur en tant que mot codé de p bits où p est supérieur à m,
soit code entièrement une séquence de mots de m bits de données d’utilisateur, et dans lequel ledit second
schéma de codage code un mot prédéterminé desdits mots de m bits de données d’utilisateur en tant que mot
codé de p bits réservé et copie tous les autres mots desdits mots de m bits de données d’utilisateur en tant que
sorties non compressées ;
- agencement (820, 910) desdites données d’utilisateur codées en un flux de données codées, ledit flux de
données codées étant partitionné logiquement par des limites en mots de données de longueur de bits fixe ; et
- écriture (840) dudit flux de données codées sur un dispositif de stockage ou un support de stockage ;

ledit flux de données codées comprenant en outre des mots codés réservés pour identifier le schéma de codage
sélectionné et pour commander le décodage dudit flux de données codées, chacun desdits mots codés réservés
consistant en n bits où n est supérieur à p, lesdits mots codés réservés de n bits ayant une séquence racine de p
bits commune, ladite séquence racine de p bits commune commençant avec les premiers m bits dudit mot codé de
p bits réservé.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel m = 8, p = 9 et n = 13.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel les premiers 8 bits dudit mot codé de 9 bits réservé sont 0xFF, et
ladite séquence racine de 9 bits commune est 0xFF suivie par 1.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ledit mot codé de 9 bits réservé est 0xFF suivi par 0 et représente le
mot de 8 bits 0xFF de données d’utilisateur.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 3 ou 4, dans lequel l’un desdits mots codés de n bits représente des informations
de séparation de données.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel lesdites informations de séparation de données représentent une
marque de fin de fichier.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 3 ou 4, dans lequel l’un desdits mots codés de n bits représente un marqueur de
fin d’enregistrement.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 3 ou 4, dans lequel l’un desdits mots codés de n bits représente un marqueur de
fin indiquant que toute donnée suivante n’a pas de signification.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 3 ou 4, dans lequel l’étape de codage stocke des mots de données d’utilisateur dans
un tampon et l’un desdits mots codés de n bits représente un mot codé de réinitialisation qui réinitialise le tampon.

10. Appareil d’agencement et de stockage de données reçues dans un transfert de données depuis une source de
données, ledit appareil comprenant :

- un moyen de réception (806, 810) depuis ladite source de données d’une pluralité d’enregistrements compre-
nant des données d’utilisateur, des commandes pour écrire un enregistrement de données et des commandes
pour écrire un signal de séparation de données pour séparer des groupes d’enregistrements de données
apparentés, lesdites données d’utilisateur consistant en des mots de m bits ;
- un moyen de sélection (907) d’un schéma de codage entre un premier schéma de codage et un second
schéma de codage ;
- un moyen de codage (820, 900) desdits mots de m bits de données d’utilisateur en données d’utilisateur
codées selon le schéma de codage sélectionné, dans lequel ledit premier schéma de codage est un schéma
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de compression qui soit code un mot de m bits de données d’utilisateur en tant que mot codé de p bits où p est
supérieur à m, soit code entièrement une séquence de mots de m bits de données d’utilisateur, et dans lequel
ledit second schéma de codage code un mot prédéterminé desdits mots de m bits de données d’utilisateur en
tant que mot codé de p bits réservé et copie tous les autres mots desdits mots de m bits de données d’utilisateur
en tant que sorties non compressées ;
- un moyen d’agencement (820, 910) desdites données d’utilisateur codées en un flux de données codées,
ledit flux de données codées étant partitionné logiquement par des limites en mots de données de longueur de
bits fixe ; et
- un moyen d’écriture (840) dudit flux de données codées sur un dispositif de stockage ou un support de stockage ;

ledit flux de données codées comprenant en outre des mots codés réservés pour identifier le schéma de codage
sélectionné et pour commander le décodage dudit flux de données codées, chacun desdits mots codés réservés
consistant en n bits où n est supérieur à p, lesdits mots codés réservés de n bits ayant une séquence racine de p
bits commune, ladite séquence racine de p bits commune commençant avec les premiers m bits dudit mot codé de
p bits réservé.
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